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Live Solutions
For high-stakes exams, critical certifications, and pre-employment 
screenings, Examity’s Live solutions are the most secure choice 
for advanced online assessments.

When it comes to test integrity, we recognize that every exam 
comes with a unique set of considerations. That’s why we 
provide our partners with the flexibility to select from one 
of two live proctoring solutions to best meet your needs: 
Live Authentication + Audit and Live Proctoring.

Live Authentication + Audit
Our industry-leading approach to live, online proctoring provides everything 
you need for the most secure test-taking experience possible.

It begins with live ID authentication and a 360° sweep of the room and 
workstation, ensuring any unauthorized materials are removed before testing 
can proceed. Once complete, the proctor will leave the session. Although a 
human proctor is not present, the exam session will be recorded from start to 
finish, and our software will monitor the exam for any unusual activity. Upon 
exam completion, an Examity proctor and auditor will review both the 
authentication process and proctoring session. The recording and data will 
then be released to the dashboard.

Live Authentication

Live Review of Exam Recording

Flagged Violations with Video

Human Audit

Reporting and Analytics

Features Include:

Live Proctoring
Live Proctoring offers an extra layer of security. That’s because the live proctor 
oversees the entire session, from authentication to test completion. It also 
includes the same capabilities of Live Proctoring’s pre-test authentication and 
post-test audit,

Such a high level of security allows a proctor to proactively address suspicious 
behavior or respond to a technical question, should such a need arise. This type 
of live proctoring is recognized throughout the industry as the best choice for 
high-stakes exams. And, as an added advantage, Examity proctors are able to 
provide interactive support in real-time if necessary.

Live Authentication

Live, Low Ratio Proctoring

Real-time, On-Screen Support

Immediate Exam Intervention 

Flagged Violations with Video

Human Audit

Reporting and Analytics

Features Include:

Which live online proctoring solution is right for your organization?
To discuss your test integrity needs and receive a demonstration of our live proctoring solution,

email info@examity.com or call 1-855-392-6489 today.


